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Spreading the News about BSN Seed Primer and CSF (Crop Specific Foliar)  

RLF LAUNCHES A PROMOTIONAL VIDEO FOR THE CHINA MARKET 

An excellent video presentation, with outstanding quality graphics and beautifully sculpted images has 

been launched by RLF for its farmer and grower customers in China, although the message is relevant 

for farmers all over the world.   

by Carol Phillips, Executive Consultant Communications and Media 

 

The video is spoken in English with subtitles in the Chinese language and the images 

are from across the globe showing the diversity of RLF's marketplaces.   

 

It talks about the transformation that BSN Seed Primer brings to every seed, and how 

it delivers benefits for the quality and yield outcomes of every crop. And, it presents 

the benefits and features of the RLF Crop Specific Foliar products that deliver value 

and outstanding performance as they properly balance and deliver the 12 nutrients 

that they contain. 

Click here to watch the video 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygHJHRUSbgM&feature=youtu.be
https://youtu.be/ygHJHRUSbgM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ygHJHRUSbgM&feature=youtu.be
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The content of this media page was accurate and current at the time that it was written. This media release is provided for interested customers and 

other parties, and will remain a matter of RLF's historical record. Viewed in this context RLF therefore undertakes no obligation to update either 

material or content. 

BSN Seed Primer is unlike any other fertiliser product on the market today 

 

Benefits explained in the video include the safe transfer of nutrients and increased 

yield regardless of fertiliser rate.  As well as, BSN's effectiveness in all soil types and 

how it fixes nutrient variability within seed lots. With the stronger, more vigorous early 

plant growth, comes greater root mass, and this in turn produces higher yielding 

crops of greater quality and value. 

RLF Ultra Foliar is fertiliser for the modern-day farmer 

It talks about the exponential building of organic matter in the soil and how it enables 

crops to buffer and resist the effects of farm practices and climate. With the additional 

important benefit of reduction in the rate required of NPK fertiliser, which is not only 

good for the soil but for the fertiliser budget as well. 

 

RLF's Managing Director Mr Ken Hancock 

commented that this video was “informative 

and beautifully presented, and captured the 

essence of both of these important crop 

protection products so very well”.  He went on 

to say “that RLF's commitment to ensuring 

that the benefits of our world-leading products 

are promoted in modern and educational 

ways, so the message of their importance to 

sustainable crop outcomes is reinforced, has 

never been stronger.”  

 

This video meets that benchmark. 

 

Further information, including publications and 

product evaluation trials and other results and 

data can be viewed on the RLF global website 

at www.ruralliquidfertilisers.com. 

www.ruralliquidfertilisers.com

